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(who only uses local bio-sourced materials) 

Job title Bricklayer 

(ML interviews of linked firms)  

(SCIC EC interviews of linked firms)  

  

Values and key-words  

What do I contribute for Le Pays? What values 
does this job stand for, that I represent ? (ESS 
link) 

Preservation of ancestral techniques 
Now conveys the values of sustainable 
development, respect of people and the 
environment; use of local renewable resources 
“You learn from the example” 

Job key-words 

Insulation, energy savings, appropriate materials; 
construction of sound, natural, eco-friendly homes 
outside handy job, with local bio-sourced materials 

The most attractive 

Traditional masonry, job of the future 
this jobs gives pleasure on top of technicality, a job 
that requires reflection and passion 

  

national et local context for this activity / 
professional  

5-year-old-plus jobs and job potential 

No energy can be saved, no sustainable dwelling 
built without proper insulation 
Sustainable construction technologies demand 
specialized craftsmen 

Economical viability 

Paper work and administrative demands happen to 
make things tough; regulations are either too 
demanding or too loose, depending on their 
objects. 

Outlets cf. infra 

Structures that do offer such jobs Masonry firms; public eco-renovation sites. 

  

Job definition 
The bricklayer is part in the sustainable 
construction 

Tasks, assignments, missions : 

 He erects walls, gables, façades, partitions 
with bricks, mortar, plaster blocks which he 
tehn coats 

 may create stairs, floors 
 builds new or renovates 
 waterproofs his works with joints and 

natural bio-sourced materials ( cellulose 
acetate, wool, hemp, cotton, wood, cork, 
felt...) 

 uses natural bio-sourced materials for his 
masonry (lime, clay, earth, plaster, 
vegetable fibers) even earth/straw options 



Job specific conditions & characteristics  

Flexibility (i.e. capacity to split a project into 
various modules)  

Salary, career perspectives and progression 
Salary range from SMIC (# €1450 gross /month) to 
2000 depending on qualification and experience 

  

Recruiting  

Formation, trainings 

CAP or BEP structural (shell) construction; CAP or 
BEP masonry 
whoever passed the eco-construction degree 
whoever has experience may become mason 

Pre-requisites    

Physical aptitudes 

 
 
Outstanding physical aptitude required 

Behavior 

 
Teamwork spirit 
organization skills (complete a task within allowed 
time) 

Learnt competences & skills 

Knowledge of techniques and materials 
ability to analyze a blueprint; calculations of 
surfaces, volumes; check levels and angles 
Rigor, meticulousness, sense of quality 
absolute respect of security rules 

  

Job - trade  

Competences close to the job (?????)  

transferability  

Mobility  

  

Sources/resources  

Already existing description files Bricklayer, traditional and modern 

 Source websites Pôle-emploi/ ONISEP/ CIDJ 

Job 'ambassadors'  

Resource (contactable) people & agencies SCIC ECLIS Quévert 



Robert JUNALIK maçon terre St-Vran 
Olivier GALAND  maçon terre Evran  0637210658 
Bernard LEVADOUX  Corseul 0603847647 
Jean Marc LEBRET Broons 0620144256 
Gregory MOREAU Hillion 0608598404 
Daniel VILLALON, Aucaleuc 02 96 87 92 32 

Where to find information about that job  

 


